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Overview

• Treebanks and parsing preliminaries

• Limitations of PCFGs

• Evaluation

• Parsing techniques

– Shift-reduce parsers
– Left-corner parsers
– Probabilistic LR parsers
– Data-oriented parsers (DOP)
– Lexicalized dependency parsers
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Treebanks

Treebanks are corpora with syntactic annotation, i.e., sentences that have already been
parsed, from which we can learn

Prevalent example: the Penn Treebank, which has to make a variety of decisions:

• Fairly flat structure, instead of more of an embedded structure

• Some grammatical function/semantic tags

• Empty nodes used to mark gaps and other non-local structures

• Some oddities in particular grammatical constructions

If you induct a probability model (e.g., PCFG) from the treebank, you have to ask
yourself if you want to make the same decisions
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Penn Treebank (PTB) example

( (S (NP-SBJ (NP The growing crowd)

(PP of

(NP Japanese investors))

(VP buying

(PRT up)

(NP foreign companies)))

(VP are

n’t

all

(NP-PRD (NP strait-laced businessmen)

(PP-LOC in

(NP dark suits))))

.))
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Parsing preliminaries

A parser is a computer system that assigns a structure to a sentence, or series of
sentences

Probabilistic parsers are useful for many different purposes:

• Determining a likely sentence for, e.g., speech recognition

• Determining a meaning in a dialogue system that needs a real-time response

i.e., efficiency is a big concern

• Determing the best parse from among many, e.g., the at least 5 different parses of
the following:

(1) The post office will hold out discounts and service concessions as incentives
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Limitations of PCFGs

• Broad context: PCFGs do not account for things like semantic preferences, real-
world context, discourse context, etc. → will be almost impossible at this stage to
handle

• Structural context: PCFGs assume independence between subtrees (i.e., are context-
free) and thus do not capture things like subject-object asymmetries in parsing

• Lexical context: PCFGs do not have lexical or collocational knowledge, which is
important for determining the right structure
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Reducing the limitations

We’ll talk about integrating different pieces of information, e.g., this example of
lexicalization:

Sue

NNP

NP

walked

VBD

into

P

the

DT

store

NN

NP

PP

VP

S

Sue

NNPSue

NPSue

walked

VBDwalked

into

Pinto

the

DTthe

store

NNstore

NPstore

PPinto

VPwalked

Swalked
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Evaluation

Once we have our parsing models, we will have the situation of a parser having assigned
some tree to a sentence

But how can we tell how good the parse is?

• Need some objective, measurable way to compare, and simply looking for exact tree
matches is too stringent

– PARSEVAL (parse evaluation) measures of bracketing precision and recall
– Dependency-based measures, to account for PARSEVAL problems
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PARSEVAL measures

There are 3 main PARSEVAL measures, which can be done for labeled data or
unlabeled data:

• (Labeled) precision: how many brackets in parse match those in correct tree

• (Labeled) recall: how many brackets in correct tree are in parse

• Crossing brackets: average of how many constituents in one tree cross over
constituent boundaries in other tree

The precision and recall figures can be combined into an F-measure
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PARSEVAL example: gold standard
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NNS

executives

NNS
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VBD
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PARSEVAL example: output parse

Sales

NNS

executives

NNS

NP

were

VBD

examining

VBG

the

DT

figures

NNS

NP

with

IN

great

JJ

care
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.

.

S
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PARSEVAL example: measurements

• The precision is 37.5%: The S(0:11), NP(0:2), and NP(4:6) nodes in the parse are
also found in the correct tree, which has 8 nonterminal nodes (3/8)

• The recall is 37.5%: The S(0:11), NP(0:2), and NP(4:6) nodes in the correct tree
are in the parse, which also has 8 nonterminal nodes (3/8)

• There are no crossing brackets, giving a crossing accuracy of 100%

But wait, the only difference was in where yesterday was attached!
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Problems with PARSEVAL

• As we just saw, one wrong decision multiplies into lots of brackets analyzed as being
wrong

• If your treebank is generally flat (as the Penn Treebank is), then you are unlikely to
have very many crossing brackets (and recall is likely to be higher, too)

Treebank peculiarities in general will affect your outcome (e.g., a tendency to attach
PPs low)

You might instead consider evaluating how a parser helps with whatever end technology
you had in mind
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Dependency-based measures

Or another proposed solution is to use dependency-based measures.

• Dependencies capture relations between words

(2) The old man ate the rice slowly.

the → man man → ate
old → man rice → ate
the → rice slowly → ate

• What we really are after is: how accurate are the relations? Did we get the
dependencies right?

So, we can get a precision/recall measure of dependency relations

• But we need to be able to map from PSR structures to dependency relations, which
is not always clear-cut
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Parsing techniques

Depending on what exactly we condition the probabilities on and how parsing proceeds,
we are more or less similar to a PCFG framework

• Left-corner parsers

• Shift-reduce parsers

• Probabilistic LR parsers

• Data-oriented parsers (DOP)

• Lexicalized dependency parsers
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Left-corner parsers

PCFGs predict child nodes given the parent node → top-down parsing

Left-corner parsing uses bottom-up and top-down methods: have a goal category
(gc) and make sure its compatable with your left corner (lc)

• e.g., S → Aux NP VP will not be used if the left corner of the string to be covered
is not Aux

• The goal category is the root of what is currently being constructed, and as we
recursively parse the RHS of rules, the goal changes

We start parsing by building the local tree for the left-corner category

• When the left corner category is the same as the goal category, then we can stop
that part of the parse
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Probabilistic left-corner rules

As mentioned, the grammar for a left-corner parser is different than a PCFG because
we are conditioning on the left corner and on goal category

(3) a. P (SBAR → IN S|lc = IN, gc = S) = 0.25

b. P (PP → IN NP|lc = IN, gc = S) = 0.55

So, as we try to build up something over IN, we are guided by the fact that IN must
be the left-corner, but more importantly, by the fact that our goal is S

• This means that we can capture differences between subject NPs and object NPs
because their goal categories will be different (dominated by S vs. by VP)
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Operations in a left-corner parser

Left-corner parsing proceeds by using a stack and the three operations of shifting,
projecting, attaching

(Non-probabilistic) Example:

• Goal category for a sentence: Stack = {S̄}

• Shift first word in sentence: Stack = {the S̄}

• Project by replacing stack element with corresponding rule (D → the): Stack =
{D S̄}

• Project rule (NP → D N): Stack = {N̄ NP S̄}

• Shift next word: Stack = {dog N̄ NP S̄}

• Project rule (N → dog): Stack = {N N̄ NP S̄}

• Attach N and N̄ : Stack = {NP S̄}
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Adding probabilities

Each rule has a probability conditioned on the left corner and goal categories

These probabilities are transferred into probabilities for performing each one of the
operations

The performance of a PLCG significantly outperforms a PCFG (Manning and Carpenter
1997)
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Shift-reduce parsers

A shift-reduce parser also uses a stack and works in a mostly bottom-up fashion

Simple version has two (probabilistic) choices:

• Shift a word from the input to the parse stack, which stores constituents constructed
from words—i.e., add the words category to the stack

• Reduce two elements (which match a RHS) from top of parse stack to a single tree
(i.e., LHS)
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Shift-reduce example

• Shift for D → the: Stack = {D}

• Shift for N → dog: Stack = {N D}

• Reduce for NP → D N: Stack = {NP}

• Shift for VP → ran: Stack = {V P NP}

• Reduce for S → NP VP: Stack = {S}

Probabilities are useful when the stack is something like: {PP NP V NP}
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More complicated shift-reduce parser

Hermjakob and Mooney (1997) use:

• integrated structures, rather than just trees and words, and mark up for each how
they should be handled by the parser (shift or reduce)

• a richer context for parsing

• more complex parse action language: shift, reduce, add-into, mark, and operations
to add empty elements

• a classifier to decide when to shift or reduce
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(Machine) Learning to shift-reduce

Interactive training: the supervisor tells the parser what actions to perform, i.e., what
the correct sequence of parses is.

The parser/machine learner learns what sequence of parses is needed for a sentence
and becomes able to predict them

• Uses a feature language to describe each situation

• Begins to predict things, with the supervisor accepting or overruling decisions

As time goes on, less overrulings are needed
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Knowledge sources

The parser has access to:

• Knowledge base with 4356 syntactic/semantic concepts

• Subcategorization table for 242 verbs

Uses 205 linguistically-motivated features in order to learn things, e.g.:

• Broad syntactic class of third element on stack

• Does top element of stack contain an object?

• The tense of the first element in the input
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Learning algorithm: Decision trees

In order to avoid learning from irrelevant features, a decision tree learning algorithm
was used

• Learned a hierarchical list of decision trees, i.e., one decision tree can point to
another one

• Decide whether to do anything

– If not, we are done
– If so, decide whether to do a reduction
∗ If so, decide which reduction
∗ If not, decide which sort of shift to do
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Evaluation and Comments

Labeled precision score of 89.8%, labeled recall of 89.6%, with 1.02 crossings per
sentence

Comments:

• Labor-intensive, but not as bad as a full-blown “rationalist” system

• Very micro-modular: small pieces of independent knowledge

• Fairly robust and does well on small scale English-German MT task
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Data-oriented parsers (DOP)

A PCFG model is based on local trees, but this does not need to be so.

Data-oriented parsing (DOP) lets the parsing process determine which tree fragments
are useful

• Subtrees of arbitrary depth are allowed, not just local trees (similar to TAG)

• Reject the assumption of context-freeness
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A mini corpus

John

NP

likes

V

Mary

NP

VP

S

John

NP

likes

V

Lyn

NP

VP

S

John

NP

hates

V

Mary

NP

VP

S
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Some of the tree fragments from the corpus
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S
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V NP
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S

Mary

NP
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The probability of a tree

• So, we store all possible tree fragments (similar to memory-based learning (MBL))

• The probability of a tree is the probability of all the different ways of making the
tree out of its fragments

– With John likes Mary, there are multiple possible ways to compose the tree
– Probability of a fragment is the ratio between the frequency of the fragment and

the frequency of all fragments with that root.
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Evaluation

• DOP methods (see papers by Rens Bod and others) get parse accuracies of around
80%

• With a hand-coded dictionary, they get around 90%

Hard to interpret results because they have only been obtained on smaller corpora ...
for reasons about to be discussed
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Discussion of DOP and its complexity

Its hard to find efficient algorithms for putting trees together → Monte Carlo simulation
methods are used

Because so much data is stored for each tree in the treebank, only very small corpora
are feasible.

• In practice, can limit depth

• Also an issue of how to smooth for very rare tree fragments
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Lexicalized dependency parsers

Lexical information seems to be crucial to parser success, so were going to look at
work done in Collins (1997)

• Three Generative, Lexicalised Models for Statistical Parsing

• The task is to generate trees as in the Wall Street Journal part of the Penn Treebank

• PCFGs use rules; DOP uses tree fragments → Collins uses these 3 generative models

– Lexicalized
– Dependency-based
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Dependencies (again)

How do we incorporate dependency information from a treebank which doesn’t explicitly
have dependencies?

(4) John Smith, the president of IBM, announced his resignation yesterday.

Here are some of the dependencies, along with their representation ... note that base
NPs are treated as a unit

• Dependent → Head ... Hcat Mother DCat

• [John Smith] → announced ... VP S NP

• [the president] → [John Smith] ... NP NP NP

• [his resignation] → announced ... VBD VP NP

• yesterday → announced ... VBD VP NP
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Dependency probabilities

Each dependency has a particular probability, e.g., P (V BD V P NP )

The probability of a rule is made from the probabilities of the components

• P (VP → VBD NP NP) composed of P (V BD V P NP ) and P (V BD V P NP )

• Note that we do not treat adjuncts different from complements
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Probabilistic dependency grammar

Collins (1996) roughly used the following formula (which I’ve abbreviated):

(5) P (D|S) =
n∏

j=1

P (d(wj, h, R))

where:

• D = the overall dependency parse

• S = the sentence

• d(w, h, R) = a dependency between word w, its headword h, and the name of the
relationship R (e.g., VBD VP NP) between them

But dependents need to be reworked to allow for lexical information, i.e., lexical
dependencies
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Motivating Lexicalization

John

NNP

Smith

NNP

NP

the

DT

president

NN

NP

of

IN

IBM

NNP

NP

PP

NP

NP

announced

VBD

his

PRP$

resignation

NN

NP

yesterday

NN

NP

VP

S

yesterday attaches to announced, even though not all NPs would be in this structure
(cf. his resignation/NN papers/NNS)
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Propogating Head words

John

NNP

Smith

NNP

NP(Smith)

the

DT

president

NN

NP(president)

of

IN

IBM

NNP

NP

PP(of)

NP(president)

NP(Smith)

announced

VBD(announced)

his

PRP$

resignation

NN

NP(resignation)

yesterday

NN

NP(yesterday)

VP(announced)

S(announced)
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Lexicalized rules

• S(announced) → NP(Smith) VP(announced)

• NP(Smith) → NP(Smith) NP(president)

• NP(Smith) → NNP(John) NNP(Smith)

• NP(president) → NP(president) PP(of)

• PP(of) → IN(of) NP(IBM)

• ...

But how do we incorporate these probabilities? Don’t they seem rather specific (i.e.,
data sparseness could be a problem)? ...
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Generative models

Collins (1997) differs from Collins (1996) in that it is a generative model, not a
conditional model

• Generative model: maximize the sentence-tree pairing P (S, T )

• Conditional (or parsing) model: maximize the tree given the sentence: P (T |S)

But maximizing one is equivalent to maximizing the other
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Model 1

So, now we have lexical dependencies, but how do we get reasonable probability
estimates for P (RHS|LHS)

That is, we have way too many possible rules after adding lexical information

• First, we note that the parent LHS of a headword h is composed of left and right
sisters, in addition to the headwords label H

(6) LHS → Ln...L1 H R1...Rm

• We can break down the probability of LHS into generating the left sisters, the
head category, and the right sisters
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The three steps for generating RHS

Collins model 1 is top-down, so we know the LHS and the head word

1. Generate the head constituent label, with probability P (H|LHS, h)

2. (Using LHS probability from step 1), generate the modifiers to the right, with
probability

∏

i

P (Ri|LHS, h, H)

3. (Using LHS probability from step 1), generate the modifiers to the left, with
probability

∏

i

P (Li|LHS, h, H)

NB: Both right and left modifiers can generate the modifier STOP, which indicates
that that branch is done

Given these 3 probabilities, we can calculate P (RHS|LHS)
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Dependencies/Modifiers

Currently, the right sisters use the probability P (Ri|LHS, h, H) (and likewise for the
left sisters)

• This means that each sister is dependent only on the headword and its information,
i.e., not dependent on any of its sisters

• But generating a third NP, for instance, should be much less likely than generating
one NP to the right

• In principle, you could condition on any previous modifier information (because the
model is depth-first and thus fills in all of a modifiers information)

• So, Collins incorporates a distance measure, which is used as a condition:

(7) P (Ri|LHS, h, H, distance(i − 1))
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The distance measure

The distance measure is a vector calculated based on the following information about
the string between the headword and the current sister:

1. Is the string of zero length? (allows a preference for right-branching structures to
be learned)

2. Does the string contain a verb?

3. Does the string contain 0, 1, 2, or > 2 commas?

Why these features? Because they are sensible and they worked well in a previous
system.
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Model 2

For the second model, Collins:

• distinguishes adjuncts from complements

– Mark complement categories with a C (e.g, NP-C) whether a subject or an object
– Identify them in the training data (Penn Treebank) using rules similar to head-

finding rules

• adds subcategorization information

The two tasks are related, because to know that something is a complement we have
to know that it was selected for
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Motivating subcategorization

Remember in model 1 how we assumed that each child of a parent node was
independently generated (which is why the distance feature was introduced)

This leads to some bad choices, even with complements marked:

• [NP−C Dreyfus] [NP−C the best fund] [V P was low]

• [NP−C [NP Dreyfus] [NP the best fund]] [V P was low]

It turns out that P (NP -C(Dreyfus)|S, V P, was) ∗ P (NP -C(fund)|S, V P, was) is
“unreasonably high”, giving the wrong parse
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Adding subcategorization information

1. Choose head constituent H with probability P (H|LHS, h)

2. Choose left and right subcat frames LC and RC with probabilities:

• P (LC|LHS, H, h)
• P (RC|LHS, H, h)

3. Generate left and right modifiers with probabilities:

• P (Li|LHS, H, h, LC)
• P (Ri|LHS, H, h, RC)
• Distance measure also used, but we ignore it here

The important thing to note is that subcategorization information is added to the
surrounding, conditioning context
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Model 2—a few more details

What happens in step 3 above is that complements are checked off the
subcategorization frame as they are found

• When the subcat frame is non-empty, the probability of stopping (P (STOP )) is 0

• When the subcat frame is empty, the probability of generating a complement is 0

An adjunct can still be generated, however

In other words, “all and only the required complements will be generated”
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Model 3

The third model Collins uses we won’t discuss in detail

• Traces (i.e., wh-movement) are given a better treatment

• Pass gap requirements into the left and right subcat frames

• Keep track of if a trace is more likely to be generated to the left or right of a head
word
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Results for lexicalized dependency parsing

For sentences with less than 40 words:

Precision Recall Crossing Brackets
Model 1 87.4% 88.1% 0.96
Model 2 88.1% 88.6% 0.91
Model 3 88.1% 88.6% 0.91

It looks like linguistic information can help in parsing
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Parsing conclusions

• Lots of different techniques available

• Still a very open question about how to proceed

• Adding linguistic information in some capacity (a la Collins) can be useful, but how
it is added is non-trivial
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